
 
 
 
Improvements to e-Suitability - paragraph library version 1.2.42 29.10.2012 
 
We are pleased to announce further enhancements to e-Suitability which include significant 
improvements to the content.  These changes have been made in response to user feedback.   
 
The most significant changes are: 
 
A new paragraph library release which incorporates the following changes: 

� New support for Third Way Pensions 
� Update to Long Term Care local authority support thresholds 
� Improved support for highlighting potential disadvantages of a recommendation 
� Minor layout corrections 

 
 
New support for Third Way Pensions 
We are pleased to announce inclusion of support for third way pension products.  The full list of 
current providers and products supported which are: 
 
Aviva   Fixed Term Retirement Plan 
Just Retirement Fixed Term Annuity 
LV   Protected Retirement Plan 
Metlife   Retirement Portfolio 
 
Unlike lifetime annuities, there can be large design differences between theses products and for 
this reason product specific support has been implemented. 
 
Access third way pension recommendations is made via the “Income drawdown and annuities” 
need area and selecting “Third way pension purchase” as a sub need. 
 

 
 
Notice that the sub need drop down box has been rationalised to make the needed selections 
more apparent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Selecting, “Third way pension purchase” followed by the add contact button will cause the 
following selection box to appear. 
 

 
 
Selecting, “Retirement plan” will cause the following input fields to appear. 
 

 
 
Product specific feature selections are made by clicking the “Provider specific feature” button 
when the following selection screen will appear. 
 



Clicking the “Provider specific feature” button will cause the following screen to appear. 
 

 
 
Selecting one item from the list followed by the “Add” button and then the “Close” button is all 
that is need. Then, the former input screen appears at which point it will be important to ensure 
that the product provider matches in both instances. 
 
An example of the completed screen follows. 
 

 
 



If an unsupported product provider is selected, the drop down menu will appear as follows. 
 

 
 
The above dropdown menu selection warns you that no automated text will be generated for the 
provider you have selected. 
 
 
 
Update to Long Term Care local authority support thresholds 
Following user feedback, the local authority financial support thresholds have been updated to 
reflect figures applicable for the current tax year.  The new figures are not significantly different 
but nonetheless we apologise for the oversight.   
 
An example of the new text follows: 
 

 
 
 



Improved support for highlighting potential disadvantages of a recommendation 
The FSA is keen that all suitability reports should highlight potential disadvantages of a 
recommendation.  Previously, support for this was given in the form of a user definable blank 
paragraph section without any automated content present.  This permitted individual users to 
decide on whether or not to include such a section in their reports. 
 
Now, the section has been promoted to immediately before the attitude to risk sections and 
standardised header text is also inserted. 
 
The location of the new section is shortly ahead of the attitude to risk section as shown in the 
following example document map. 
 

 
 
The report section, “risks and disadvantages” is open to user configuration enabling you to add 
your own content in this section.  Details of how to do this are explained in the User Guide which 
may be accessed from with Report Writer from the help dropdown menu as shown below. 
 

 
 



An example of the text follows: 
 

 
 
You may insert you own text to explain the disadvantages. 
 
 
Minor layout corrections 
The paragraph library has been reviewed and a number of small layout corrections have been 
made.  In this connection, we are grateful for continued user feedback on any flaws found in the 
content, the correction of which will take precedence over all other development work. 
 
 
New paragraph library 
 
Amber Lite 
If you have not already updated the software, select the “Data Update” option from the drop 
down menu which is accessible immediately after launching Report Writer.   
 

 
 
Then follow the onscreen instructions. 
 
 
Adviser Office 
If you have not already updated the software, select the “e-Suitability data update” option from 
the drop down menu which is accessible immediately after launching Report Writer.   
 

 
 
 



What’s next on the development list 
 

Development Item Planned release date 

Purchase life annuities 12.2012 
With Profits annuities 12.2012 
Pre-sale suitability reports 01.2013 
National Savings products 03.2012 
Occupational pension transfers 04.2013 
Group protection schemes to be announced 
Improved support for automated 
inclusion of text to present client “needs 
and demands”. 

to be announced 

Pension review reports to be announced 
Investment review reports to be announced 
Offshore and non-regulated collective 
investment funds 

to be announced 

Support for “non product” 
recommendations 

to be announced 

 
 


